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Introduction & Motivation
• Tearing modes cause confinement degradation and plasma disruptions
• Toroidal curvature and diamagnetic rotation ⇒ metastable states
• Possible explanation of marginal stability or metastability of n=1 mode in
noninductive Tore Supra experiments [8]
• Effects of curvature and diamagnetic rotation on:
•
Linear stability
•
Saturation
•
Metastability

XTOR2F full-MHD toroidal code [1]
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Critical a∆´ vs. ω* DS is replaced by DR from CHEASE

Convection dominant transport:

Implemented equations:

In the case when convection is dominant the dispersion relation is found to be

The critical value of a∆´ essential for the linear stability is
With

and

- ion diamagnetic velocity

Features of the code:
•
•

Toroidal geometry
Two-fluid effects

▪
▪

Full MHD model
Transport

with G≈2.68. In the limit ω*=0 it casts into previously known Glasser-GreenJohnson result with
and

Simulations of linear growth regime
Growth rate and frequencies are rescaled according to a standard tearing
mode dispersion relation ω ∝ S3/5.
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Critical a∆´ vs. ω* DS is replaced by DR from CHEASE

Conclusions

Conclusions: Linear growth rate (γ=-iωτA) vs. ω*. Prm =5
• Diamagnetic rotation tends first to destabilize the mode at low values and
then to stabilize at higher values. Full stabilization is due to ωe*
• Curvature plays an important role in mode-stabilization by diamagnetic effect
• Situation doesn’t correspond to any case of our analytical model, so both
diffusive and convective transport mechanisms seem to play a significant role.
• Proposed mechanism may not be enough to explain the results from TS
• Role of curvature is more significant in ITER since DR ∝β

• Critical a∆´ depends on both curvature and diamagnetic frequency
• Stabilization by diamagnetic rotation is more efficient for higher Lundquist
number
• in the limit ω*=0 GGJ-like dispersion relation can be recovered [3]
• Experimental values are far in stable domain

Simulations of nonlinear threshold
To investigate sensitivity to perturbation in the domain of linear stability a seed island is
inserted into plasma at different values of diamagnetic frequency

Figure: Different regimes of a seed
island evolution:
a) saturation at low amplitude of a
small seed island (blue);
b) “unstable”-growth of a middle size
seed island (green);
c) “stationary” behavior of a big size
seed island (red)

Diffusion dominant transport:
Dispersion relation takes form

Conclusions and
summary:
• Combination of diamagnetic
rotation and curvature lead to full
stabilization of the mode and
existence of metastable states
• Different saturated states were
found in metastable regime

where
. In toroidal geometry DS is typically replaced
by its toroidal version DR≈(1-q2)DS and then there is a positive threshold

Conclusions
• Critical a∆´ exhibit very weak dependency on diamagnetic frequency
• Toroidal curvature is a dominant stabilization mechanism
• In the limit ω*=0 Lütjens-like dispersion relation can be recovered [2]
• Experimental values are in unstable domain
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